ARMIJO (Full ADA Workstation):
At the Armijo Branch Library; we have the following hardware: a Large-Font Keyboard by Keys U See, Fully adjustable desk to accommodate wheelchairs (by Workrite), an ergonomic large mouse (Vertical Mouse by Evoluent), Magnifier, On-Screen Keyboard, Narrator, and an adjustable arm attached to the monitor (22” LCD Touch Monitor by ELO), Head Mouse Extreme (by Origin Instruments), Head Pointer (by Zygo), Braille Printer (by Index Braille), Reading Device (by Freedom Scientific), and all of these mentioned devices are functioning properly. Our ADA workstation also has the following software: Windows-Ease of Access: On Screen Keyboard, Narrator, Speech Recognition and Zoom Text 9.1., JAWS 12.0: Braille Viewer, Win Braille 5.1, Dragon Naturally Speaking 11.0, Duxbury: Braille Build, and Kurzweil Educational System.

CLARDY FOX:
Here at CF we have a Large-Font Keyboard, Fully adjustable desk to accommodate wheelchairs, Ergonomic large mouse, Magnifier, On-Screen Keyboard, Narrator, and adjustable arm for monitor. All of the mentioned items are functioning properly.

DORRIS VAN DOREN (Full ADA Workstation):
We tested the assistive technology equipment at DVD and all is operational. We have the ZoomText, video enlarging machine, braille printer, headmouse, and mouthpiece. The one piece of equipment that we do not have is the reading device that converts text into spoken word.

ESPERANZA ACOSTA MORENO (Full ADA Workstation):
The only assistive devices we have are a large type keyboard and an extra Large mouse. We have an adjustable computer table but at the moment it is stuck at the standing position. Michael Douglas was here and he verified we have no assistive Software loaded on the “ADA Lite” computer. If this is correct information, then EAM does not have a Full ADA Workstation as stated on our EPPL website.

JOSE CISNEROS CIELO VISTA:
We have an adjustable desk, you can raise or lower the top, and it is working. We have a special mouse that is also working and a computer (that you can’t print from because they didn’t put SAM on it).

JUDGE MARQUEZ (Full ADA Workstation):
The Judge Marquez Library has basically all the assistive technologies, although I should probably mention that although there is a reading device on the ADA computer that converts text into spoken word, there is no scanner connected to it (I cannot recall if there ever used to be one there, but if there was one, there is not one there now). There is a monitor sitting next to the ADA computer, but it doesn’t seem to really be serving any purpose there. I did try (along with JM staff member Luis Calvo) all the assistive technologies, and they did all work.
**MAIN (Full ADA Workstation):**
I checked the ADA computers in the lab and for the most part, all the software/hardware we have installed works. The only thing that doesn’t work is the braille printer. According to my staff, it’s never worked.

**MEMORIAL PARK:**
Here at MP we have 4 computer tables three in the children’s area and one in the meeting room. These tables can be raised and lower to accommodate our handicapped patrons but they are not really ADA equipment. I would like to add that we have none of the equipment you listed on the first email. As I mentioned before the computer tables I wrote about are not ADA devices.

**RICHARD BURGES:**
We have the zoom text video enlarging machine, braille printer, Ergonomic large mouse & a track ball mouse, magnifier, on screen touch keyboard & adjustable arm for monitor, all of the items are functioning properly except the trackball mouse where the ball is missing.

**SERGIO TRONCOSO:**
Computer #31

This computer has an onscreen keyboard, a large ergonomic mouse, a large font keyboard, a large stand-alone desk that has a slope to accommodate the keyboard. The desk is large enough to accommodate wheelchairs. Computer is not connected to the printer. The above named items are functioning properly.

We have an adjustable desk, you can raise or lower the top, and it is working. We have a special mouse that is also working and a computer (that you can’t print from because they didn’t put SAM on it) same as JCCV.

**WESTSIDE:**
Here at WS we have two ADA computer desks which are wider for wheelchair access and we have one fully ADA compliant stand-alone computer that raises and lowers as needed along with special mouse and larger font keyboard.